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Lectures on the triangulation conjecture

Ciprian Manolescu

Abstract. We outline the proof that non-triangulable manifolds exist in any dimen-

sion bigger than four. The arguments involve homology cobordism invariants coming

from the Pinp2q symmetry of the Seiberg-Witten equations. We also explore a related
construction, of an involutive version of Heegaard Floer homology.

1. Introduction

The triangulation conjecture stated that every topological manifold can be triangu-
lated. The work of Casson [1] in the 1980’s provided counterexamples in dimension 4.
The main purpose of these notes is to describe the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1 ([26]). There exist non-triangulable n-dimensional topological manifolds
for every n ¥ 5.

The proof relies on previous work by Galewski-Stern [15] and Matumoto [27], who
reduced this problem to a different one, about the homology cobordism group in three
dimensions. Homology cobordism can be explored using the techniques of gauge theory,
as was done, for example, by Fintushel and Stern [9, 10], Furuta [13], and Frøyshov [12].
In [26], Pinp2q-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer homology is used to construct three new
invariants of homology cobordism, called α, β and γ. The properties of β suffice to answer
the question raised by Galewski-Stern and Matumoto, and thus prove Theorem 1.1.

The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 contains background material about triangulating manifolds. In particular,

we sketch the arguments of Galewski-Stern and Matumoto that reduced Theorem 1.1 to
a problem about homology cobordism.

In Section 3 we introduce the Seiberg-Witten equations, finite dimensional approxi-
mation, and the Conley index. Using these ingredients, we review the construction of
Seiberg-Witten Floer stable homotopy types, following [25].

In Section 4 we explore the module structure on Borel homology, and more specifically
on the Pinp2q-equivariant homology of the Seiberg-Witten Floer stable homotopy type.
Using this module structure, we define the three numerical invariants α, β, γ, and show
that they are preserved by homology cobordism.
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Section 5 contains material about equivariant Spanier-Whitehead duality. This is ap-
plied to understanding the behavior of α, β, γ under orientation reversal. Showing that
βp�Y q � �βpY q completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

In Section 6 we outline the construction of involutive Heegaard Floer homology, joint
work of Hendricks and the author [18]. Involutive Heegaard Floer homology is a more
computable counterpart to Z{4-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer homology, and has its
own applications to questions about homology cobordism.

2. Triangulations

2.1. Basic definitions

A triangulation of a topological space X is a homeomorphism from X to a simplicial
complex. Let us recall that a simplicial complex K is specified by a finite set of vertices V
and a finite set of simplices S � PpV q (the power set of V ), such that if σ P S and τ � σ
then τ P S. The combinatorial data pV, Sq is called an abstract simplicial complex. To
each such data, there is an associated topological space, called the geometric realization.
This is constructed inductively on d ¥ 0, by attaching a d-dimensional simplex ∆d for
each element σ P S of cardinality d; see [17]. The result is the simplicial complex K. In
practice, we will not distinguish between K and the data pS, V q.

Let K � pV, Sq be a simplicial complex. Formally, for a subset S1 � S, its closure is

ClpS1q � tτ P S|τ � σ P S1u

The star of a simplex τ P S is

Stpτq � tσ P S|τ � σu

The link of a simplex τ P S is

Lkpτq � tσ P ClpStpτqq|τ X σ � Hu

Example 2.1. Let K � tV, Su, where V � t1, 2, 3, 4u, and

S � tt1u, t2u, t3u, t4u, t1, 2u, t1, 3u, t1, 4u, t3, 4u, t1, 3, 4uu.

The geometric realization is

1

2 3

4

The link of t4u is the edge t1, 3u (including its vertices, of course). The link of t1u is
the union of t2u and the edge t3, 4u.
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Let us mention here that not every CW-complex can be triangulated, but every
CW-complex obtained by gluing polyhedral cells in a nice way (by piecewise linear maps)
is triangulable [17]. See the following example of the torus.

simplicial complex∆-complex

2.2. Triangulations of manifolds

In topology, manifolds are considered in different categories, with respect to their
transition functions. For example, we have

 Topological manifolds if the transition functions are C0;
 Smooth manifolds if the transition functions are C8;
 PL (piecewise linear) manifolds if the transition functions are piecewise linear.

We say that a triangulation is combinatorial if the link of every simplex (or, equiv-
alently, of every vertex) is piecewise-linearly homeomorphic to a sphere. Clearly, every
space that admits a combinatorial triangulation is a manifold (in fact, a PL manifold).

v

S

→

Lk(v)

Conversely, every PL manifold can be shown to admit a combinatorial triangulation.

Here are the three main triangulation problems for manifolds.

Question 1

(Poincaré [33]) Does every smooth manifold admit a triangulation?

Answer

(Cairns [3] and Whitehead [37]) Yes. Every smooth manifold has an essentially unique
PL-structure, and therefore it is triangulable.
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Question 2

(Kneser [23]) Does every topological manifold admit a triangulation?

Answer

This depends on the dimension n of the manifold.

 for n � 0, 1: Yes, trivially.
 for n � 2 (Radó [34]) Yes. Every two-dimensional surface has a piecewise linear

structure therefore it is triangulable.
 for n � 3 (Moise [28]) Yes. Every three dimensional manifold is smooth, hence

piecewise linear, and hence triangulable.
 for n � 4 (Casson [1]) No. The Casson invariant can be used to show that

Freedman’s E8 manifold is not triangulable.
 for n ¥ 5 (Manolescu [26]) No. Galewski-Stern [15] and Matumoto [27] reduced

this question to a problem in 3�1 dimensions. The solution of this reduced prob-
lem is given in [26], and uses Pinp2q-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer homology.

Question 3

Does every topological manifold admit a PL structure?

Answer

 for n ¤ 3: Yes, as above.
 for n � 4 (Freedman [11]) No. Freedman constructed the four-manifold E8 which

has no piecewise linear structure.
 for n ¥ 5 (Kirby-Siebenmann [22]) No. For a topological manifold M there exists

an obstruction class to having a PL structure. This is called the Kirby-Siebenmann
class

∆pMq P H4pM,Z{2q.
Vanishing of ∆pMq is a necessary (and, in dimensions n ¥ 5, sufficient) condition
for triangulability. In dimensions n ¥ 5 there exist manifolds with ∆pMq � 0;
e.g. M � Tn�4 � E8.

Note that for dimension 4 there are more obstructions to the existence of PL (or, equiv-
alently, smooth) structures, apart from ∆. These come from gauge theory; an example is
Donaldson’s diagonalizability theorem [6].

Example 2.2. An example of a non-PL triangulation of a manifold can be constructed
as follows. Start with a triangulation of a homology sphere X where π1pXq � 1. (The
Poincaré sphere will do.) The suspension ΣX is not a manifold, but the double suspension
Σ2X is a topological manifold homeomorphic to a sphere, by the double suspension the-
orem of Edwards [7] , [8] and Cannon [4]. Any triangulation of Σ2X induced by X is not
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a combinatorial triangulation. Indeed, the link of any cone point of Σ2X is Lkpvq � ΣX,
which is not a manifold so is not a PL sphere.

Let us mention a few related facts:

1) Any manifold is homotopy equivalent to a simplicial complex (Kirby-Siebenmann).
2) Any manifold of dim n � 4 is homeomorphic to a CW complex (Kirby-Siebenmann

for dim n � 5, Quinn for dim n � 5).

The following remain unknown.

1) Is every manifold homotopy equivalent to a simplicial complex of same dimension?
2) Is every 4�manifold homeomorphic to a CW-complex?

2.3. The Kirby-Siebenmann obstruction

Let Mn be a topological manifold of dimension n ¥ 5. Consider the diagonal D in
M �M . It can be shown that a small neighborhood νpDq of D is an Rn bundle over
D �M . This is called topological tangent bundle of M .

One can construct some infinite dimensional topological groups as follows:

TOP � limÝÑ TOP pnq, where TOP pnq consists of the homeomorphisms of Rn fixing 0;

PL � limÝÑ PLpnq � TOP, where PLpnq consists of the PL-homeom. of Rn fixing 0.

There is a fibration

KpZ{2, 3q � TOP {PL BPL

BTOP

Ψ

Recall that in Question 3 above, we mentioned that the obstruction to the existence
of a PL structure on M is the Kirby-Siebenmann class ∆pMq P H4pM,Z{2q. For general
M , the class ∆pMq is defined as the obstruction to lifting the map in the diagram below:

BPL

M BTOP

Ψ

Φ

IfMn has a triangulationK (not necessarily PL), we can give a more concrete definition
of the Kirby-Siebenmann class ∆pMq, as follows. For simplicity, let us assume that M is
orientable. Let

cpKq �
¸

σPKn�4

rLkpσqsσ P Hn�4pM,ΘH
3 q � H4pM,ΘH

3 q (1)
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σ

Lk(σ)

If M is non-orientable, we can use Poincaré duality with local coefficients and still obtain
an element cpKq P H4pM ; Θ3

Hq.
Here, ΘH

3 represents the homology cobordism group of homology three-spheres:

ΘH
3 � xY 3 oriented ZHS3y{ �

where the equivalence relation is Y0 � Y1 ðñ DW 4 (PL or, equivalently, smooth) such
that BpW q � Y0 Y p�Y1q and H�pW,Yi;Zq � 0. Addition in ΘH

3 is connected sum and
the identity element is rS3s � 0.

W 4Y0 Y1

The structure of the Abelian group ΘH
3 is not fully understood. Fintushel-Stern [9]

[10] and Furuta [13] proved that ΘH
3 is infinitely generated. Frøyshov [12] proved that

ΘH
3 has a Z-summand. However, the following questions remain open.

 Does ΘH
3 have a torsion?

 Does ΘH
3 have a Z8-summand?

The analogous homology cobordism groups ΘH
n are all trivial for n � 3, by the work

of Kervaire [20].
To see that the homology cobordism group in dimension three is nontrivial (ΘH

3 � 0),
one can use the Rokhlin homomorphism, defined using the Rokhlin invariant

µ � ΘH
3 Ñ Z{2, µpY q � µpY, sq �

σpW q

8
pmod 2q.

Here, pW, tq is an arbitrary compact, smooth, spinp4q manifold with BpW, tq � pY, sq and
σpW q denotes the signature of W . When Y is an integral homology sphere, there is a
unique spin structure s on Y .

For example, we have µpS3q � 0 and µpY q � 1, where Y is the Poincaré homology
sphere. We get that ΘH

3 � 0.
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Coming back to the element cpKq from (1), consider the following short exact sequence
and the associated long exact sequence on cohomology.

0 ÝÑ Kerµ ÝÑ ΘH
3

µ
ÝÑ Z{2 ÝÑ 0 (2)

� � � Ñ H4pM ; ΘH
3 q

µ
ÝÑ H4pM ;Z{2q δ

ÝÑ H5pM ;Kerµq ÝÑ . . . (3)

cpKq
µ
ÞÝÑ ∆pMq

It can be shown that the image of cpKq under µ is exactly the Kirby-Siebenmann class.
Note that cpKq is zero if the triangulation K is combinatorial. By contrast, µpcpKqq �
∆pMq is zero if and only if M admits some combinatorial triangulation (possibly different
from K).

2.4. Triangulability of manifolds

If the manifold M has a triangulation, from the fact that (3) is a long exact sequence
we see that

δp∆pMqq � 0 P H5pM ;Kerµq.

By Galewski-Stern [15] and Matumoto [27], the converse is also true. More precisely, for
dim M � n ¥ 5,

Mn is triangulable ðñ δp∆pMqq � 0.

Furthermore, they show that

p2q does not split ðñ @n ¥ 5, DMn, δp∆pMqq � 0.

Theorem 2.1 ([26]). The short exact sequence (2) does not split.

Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of Theorem 2.1, combined with the work of Galewski-
Stern and Matumoto.

To construct explicit examples of non-triangulable manifolds, consider the short exact
sequence

0 ÝÑ Z{2 ÝÑ Z{4 ÝÑ Z{2 ÝÑ 0.

The Bockstein (connecting) homomorphism associated to this sequence is the first
Steenrod square on cohomology,

HkpM ;Z{2q Sq
1

ÝÑ Hk�1pM ;Z{2q

Exercise 2.3. If M is a manifold of dimension ¥ 5 and Sq1∆pMq � 0, show that
δp∆pMqq � 0. Hint: Make use of the fact that (2) does not split.

Thus, it suffices to find a 5-dimensional example M5 such that Sq1p∆pMqq � 0. It will
then follow that M , and hence M � Tn�5 for n ¥ 5, are non-triangulable.
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Example 2.4. (Kronheimer) Let X � �pCP2#CP2q be a simply connected topological
4-manifold with intersection form�

1 0
0 �1



� �

�
1 0
0 �1




and ∆pMq � 0. Such an M exists by Freedman’s work [11]. Moreover, Freedman’s theory
also shows the existence of an orientation reversing homeomorphism f : X Ñ X. Let M5

be a mapping torus of f

M � pX � Iq{px, 0q � pfpxq, 0q.

We have ∆pXq � 1 P H4pX;Z{2q � Z{2, and therefore Sq1∆pMq � ∆pMq Yw1pMq � 0.

In fact, all non-triangulable manifolds of dim n � 5 are non-orientable. In dim n ¥ 6
there also exist orientable examples. The simplest such example is P 6, the circle bundle
over the manifold M5 from the example above, associated to the oriented double cover of
M5.

Let us finish this section with a Venn diagram showing the different kinds of manifolds.

Smooth

PL

Triangulated

TopologicalManifolds

dim ≥ 8

dim ≥ 5
E8 × S1

dim ≥ 4
E8,M

5, P 6, . . .

In the lower part of the diagram we indicated the lowest dimension for which the
respective set difference is non-empty, and some examples of manifolds with the required
properties.
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3. Seiberg-Witten theory

In Sections 3 through 5, we will sketch the proof of Theorem 2.1, following [26].

3.1. Strategy of proof

We want to show that the exact sequence

0 ÝÑ Kerµ ÝÑ ΘH
3

µ
ÝÑ Z{2 ÝÑ 0

does not split. This is equivalent to proving that there is no Y P ZHS3 such that 2rY s � 0
in ΘH

3 and µpY q � 1. Obviously 2rY s � 0 means Y � �Y or, equivalently, Y#Y � S3.
The idea is to construct a map

ZHS3 β
ÝÑ Z

with certain properties. Specifically, for a homology sphere Y , we define an invariant

SWFH
Pinp2q
� pY q, called the Pinp2q-Equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer Homology, and then

set

βpY q �
1

2

�
pmin.deg.of middle v-tower in SWFH

Pinp2q
� pY qq � 1

�
.

We will explain what the middle v-tower is later. For now, let us state the properties of
β that are of importance to us:

1) β descends to ΘH
3 , i.e. Y0 � Y1 ùñ βpY0q � βpY1q

2) µpY q � βpY q pmod 2q, where µ is the Rokhlin invariant;
3) βp�Y q � �βpY q.

It should be noted that β is not a homomorphism. For example, for the Brieskorn
sphere Y � Σp2, 3, 11q, one can compute that βpY#Y q � 2 while βpY q � 0.

Once we construct β with the properties above, the argument below will give the result
of Theorem 2.1.

If DY P ZHS3 such that Y � �Y

ùñ βpY q � βp�Y q � �βpY q

ùñ βpY q � 0

ùñ µpY q � 0.

This contradicts that µpY q � 1.
The construction of β is inspired by the following, previously defined invariants:

 The Casson invariant λpY q from [1], which satisfies properties 2) and 3) but not
1).

 The Froyshøv invariant δpY q � 1
2 pmin.deg.of U -tower in SWFH S1

� pY qq, and the

Ozsváth-Szabó correction term dpY q (conjecturally, δ � d
2 ). See [12], [30]. These

invariants satisfy properties 1) and 3) but not 2).
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In the definition of the Frøyshov invariant, SWFH S1

� pY q is the S1-Equivariant Seiberg-
Witten Floer Homology of Y . Variants of this theory were constructed by Marcolli-Wang
in [29], the author in [25], and Frøyshov in [12], all for the case of manifolds with b1pY q � 0
(rational homology spheres), as well as by Kronheimer-Mrowka [21] for all three-manifolds.

The invariant β is the analogue of δ, but using Pinp2q-equivariant, instead of
S1-equivariant, Seiberg-Witten Floer homology. The Pinp2q-equivariant theory was first
defined by the author in [26], for rational homology three-spheres, and this is the con-
struction that we will review in these notes. Since then, a different construction of the
Pinp2q-equivariant theory was given by Lin in [24], and that applies to all three-manifolds.
Lin’s construction provides an alternative proof of Theorem 1.1.

3.2. The Seiberg-Witten equations

The constructions below work (with minor modifications) for all rational homology
3-spheres. However, for simplicity, and since this is what we need for Theorem 2.1, we
will only discuss the case when Y is an integral homology 3-sphere.

Let Y be such a homology sphere, and pick a Riemannian metric g on Y . There is a
unique Spinc structure on pY, gq, denoted s. Specifically, s consists of a rank 2 Hermitian
bundle S on Y , together with a Clifford multiplication map

ρ : TY
�
ÝÑ supSq � EndpSq.

Here, supSq denotes traceless (trA � 0), skew-adjoint(A � A� � 0q endomorphisms
of S. Similarly, below, slpSq will denote traceless (trA � 0) endomorphisms of S. After
complexification, and using the duality TY � T�Y , the Clifford multiplication extends
to an isomorphism

ρ � T�Y b C �
ÝÑ slpSq � EndpSq (4)

Explicitly, we can construct the Spinc structure as follows. We let S be a trivial bundle
S � C2. Trivialize

TY � xe1, e2, e3y

and define ρ by

ρpe1q �

�
i 0
0 �i



, ρpe2q �

�
0 �1
1 0



, ρpe3q �

�
0 i
i 0



.

There is an associated Dirac operator

B{ : ΓpSq ÞÑ ΓpSq, B{ pφq �
3̧

1

ρpeiqBipφq pBi Ø eiq

Further, we have an identification

tSpinc connections on Su �
Ø Ω1pY, iRq

A Ø a

A � A0 � a,

where A0 is the trivial connection on S.
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For φ P ΓpSq, consider the endomorphism pφ b φ�q� P slpSq, the traceless part of
pφb φ�q. Using (4), we get a form

ρ�1ppφb φ�q�q P Ω1pY ;Cq.

Consider the configuration space CpY, sq � Ω1pY ; iRq`ΓpSq. For a pair pa, φq P CpY, sq,
the Seiberg-Witten Equations are

�SW pa, φq �

"
�da� 2ρ�1ppφb φ�q�q � 0

B{φ� ρpaqφ � 0
(5)

In a short way we write this as �SW pa, φq � 0.

The Seiberg-Witten equations are invariant under the action of the gauge group G �
C8pY, S1q � tu : Y Ñ S1u,

u � pa, φq � pa� u�1du, uφq.

Since Y is a homology sphere, any u : Y Ñ S1 can be written as u � eξ for some
ξ : Y Ñ iR. The action becomes

eξ � pa, φq � pa� dξ, eξφq.

We can think of the Seiberg-Witten equations as the gradient flow equations for the
Chern-Simons-Dirac functional

CSDpa, φq �
1

2

� »
Y

xφ, pB{φ� ρpaqφqydvol �

»
Y

a^ da
�
.

We have �SW � ∇pCSDq.

3.3. The Seiberg-Witten equations in Coulomb gauge

Define the (global) Coulomb slice

V :� kerpd�q ` ΓpSq � CpY, sq.
In other words, we restrict the configuration space CpY, sq � iΩ1pY ; iRq`ΓpSq by adding
the condition d�a � 0. We can view V as as the quotient of the configuration space by
the normalized gauge group action of G0 � G. Here,

G0 � tu : Y Ñ S1 | u � eξ,

»
Y

ξ � 0u.

Since Y is a homology sphere, we have a Hodge decomposition

Ω1pY q � kerpdq ` kerpd�q.

At pa, φq P V , let πV denote the linear projection from the tangent space Tpa,φqCpY, sq
onto V , with kernel the tangents to the G0-orbit. Note that πV is not an L2-orthogonal
projection!
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Let

SW : V Ñ V, SW :� πV � �SW.

Using eiθ : pa, φq ÞÑ pa, eiθφq we find a bijection:

tFlow lines of �SW u
L
G 1:1
ÐÑ tFlow lines of SW u

L
S1.

Furthermore, V has a metric g̃ induced by

xv, wyg̃ � xπelcpaq, πelcpbqyL2 ,

where πelc is the L2-orthogonal projection from Tpa,φqCpY, sq with kernel the tangent to

the G0-orbit. The image of πelc is an enlarged local Coulomb slice Kelc, the orthogonal
complement to the G0-orbit. See the figure below.

V

TG0

Kelc
v

πelcpvq

πV pvq

On the Coulomb slice V , the SW equation can be written as the sum of a linear part
and another part

SW � l � c,

where l, c : V Ñ V are given by

lpa, φq � p�da, B{φq
cpa, φq � πV � p�2ρ�1pφb φ�q�, ρpaqφq

Let Vpkq be the L2
k-completion of V for a fixed number k " 0. We will take k ¡ 5. Then,

the map l : Vpkq Ñ Vpk�1q is a linear, self-adjoint, Fredholm operator, and c : Vpkq Ñ Vpk�1q

is a compact operator.
The following is the standard compactness theorem for Seiberg-Witten equations,

adapted to Coulomb gauge.

Theorem 3.1. Fix k ¡ 5. There exists some R ¡ 0 such that all the critical points and
flow lines between critical points of SW are contained inside the ball BpRq � Vpkq.

12
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3.4. Finite dimensional approximation

Seiberg-Witten Floer homology is meant to be Morse homology for the functional SW
on V . However, instead of finding a generic perturbation to achieve transversality, it is
more convenient to do finite dimensional approximation. In the finite dimensional case,
we can simply use singular homology instead of Morse homology.

Our finite dimensional approximation is inspired by Furuta’s 4-dimensional case. In
our setting, V is an infinite dimensional space, and as a finite dimensional approximation
of V we consider

V µλ � `
�
eigenspaces of l with eigenvalues in pλ, µq

�
, λ ! 0 ! µ.

We replace SW � l � c : V Ñ V by

l � pµλc : V µλ Ñ V µλ ,

where pµλ is the L2 projection onto V µλ . Then,

SWµ
λ � l � pµλc

is a vector field on V µλ .
The following is a compactness theorem in the finite dimensional approximations.

Theorem 3.2 (cf. [25]). There exists R ¡ 0 such that for all µ " 0 " λ all critical points
of SWµ

λ in the ball Bp2Rq, and all flow lines between them that lie in Bp2Rq, actually stay
in the smaller ball BpRq.

This kind of flow lines are not allowed

No critical points allowed here

B(R)

B(2R)

The idea of the proof is to use that in Bp2Rq, l� pµλc converges to l� c uniformly. We
then apply Theorem 3.1.

3.5. The Conley index

In finite dimensions, on a compact manifold Morse homology is just the ordinary
homology. In our setting we work on the non-compact space Bp2Rq � V µλ . On a non-
compact manifold, Morse homology is the homology of a space called the Conley index.
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The Conley index (cf. [5]) is defined for any isolated invariant set S of a flow tφtu on
an m-dimensional manifold M .

Definition 3.1. For a subset A �M we define

Inv A � tx PM | φtpxq P A,@t P Ru

Definition 3.2. A compact subset S � M is called an isolated invariant set if there
exists A a compact neighborhood of S such that S � Inv A � Int A.

Definition 3.3. For an isolated invariant set S, the Conley index IpSq is defined as N{L
where L � N �M , with both L and N compact, satisfy

1) InvpN � Lq � S � IntpN � Lq;
2) @x P N , if Dt ¡ 0 such that φtpxq R N , then Dτ P r0, tq with φτ pxq P L;
3) x P L, t ¡ 0, φr0,tspxq � N ùñ φr0,tspxq � L.

S

L: exit set

N

In our case we take A � Bp2Rq, so that S � Inv A (the union of critical points and
flow lines inside the ball). Then, N can be taken to be a manifold with boundary and
L � BN a codimension 0 submanifold of the boundary (so that L has its own boundary).

It can be shown that, if the flow lines satisfy the Morse-Smale condition, then Morse
homology is isomorphic to the reduced singular homology of IpSq.

Example 3.1. As an example of Conley index, let S � txu be an index k Morse critical
point. We can choose N � Dk �Dn�k and L � BDk �Dn�k:

14
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L

N

S

The Conley index is then a sphere, N
L
L � Sk.

3.6. Seiberg-Witten Floer Homology

Following [25], we define the S1-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer homology of a
homology sphere Y to be

SWFH S1

� pY q � rHS1

��shiftpI
µ
λ q for µ " 0 " λ.

Here, Iµλ is Conley index for Sµ � V µλ , and the grading is shifted by some amount
that depends on λ, µ, and the metric. (We will specify the precise shift later.) Note
that everything in the construction is S1-equivariant, with respect to the S1 action by
constant gauge transformation. This allows us to apply Borel homology in the formula
above.

In fact, everything is Pinp2q-equivariant, because in our situation the Spinc-structure
is Spin. Here,

Pinp2q � S1 Y jS1 � CY jC � H, j2 � �1, ij � �ji,

and j acts on V as an additional symmetry

j : pa, φq Ñ p�a, φjq

ΓpSq � tU ÞÑ C2u�
v1

v2



Ñ

�
�v̄2

�v̄1



The Seiberg-Witten equations are Pinp2q-equivariant. Thus, following [26], we can give

the definition of Pinp2q-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer homology. It is helpful to use
coefficients in the field F � Z{2.

Definition 3.4.

SWFH
Pinp2q
� pY ;Fq � rHPinp2q

��shiftpI
µ
λ ;Fq for µ " 0 " λ.

15
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3.7. Invariance

Let us prove that the Floer homologies we have just defined, SWFH S1

� pY q and

SWFH
Pinp2q
� pY q, are invariants of Y . In the process, we will also identify the grading

shift in their definitions.
Remember we have a map SW : V Ñ V , where V � kerd�`ΓpSq and V µλ pλ ! 0 ! µq

is a finite dimensional approximation of V . The the SW -equations can be decomposed
as SW � l � c, with approximations

SWµ
λ � l � pµλc : V µλ Ñ V µλ .

The flow equation is

9x � �SWµ
λ pxptqq.

Let us investigate how the Conley index Iµλ changes under varying µ and λ. If we
change µ µ1 ¡ µ " 0, we have a decomposition

V µ
1

λ � V µλ ` V µ
1

µ
...

...
...

l � pµ
1

λ c  l � pµλc ` l � pµ
1

µ c p� l linear flowq

The Conley index invariant under deformations i.e, if we have a family of flows ϕpsq
where s P r0, 1s, such that

Spsq � InvpBpRq inϕpsqq � Int BpRq, where s P r0, 1s,

then IpSp0qq � IpSp1qq.

S(s)

B(R)

In our case, we let ϕp0q be the flow of l � pµ
1

λ and deform it into ϕp1q, the direct sum

of the flow of l � pµλ and the linear flow l on V µ
1

µ . We get

Iµ
1

λ � IpSp0qq � IpSp1qq � Iµλ ^ Iµ
1

µ plq.

16
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Here, Iµ
1

µ plq is the Conley index for the linear flow 9x � �lpxq on V µ
1

µ . Since the restriction
of l to that subspace has only positive eigenvalues, we see that

Iµ
1

µ plq � SpMorse indexq � S0.

We obtain that

Iµ
1

λ � Iµλ when µ, µ, " 0.

On the other hand, by a similar argument, when we vary the cut-off λ for negative
eigenvalues, the Conley index changes by the formula

Iµ
λ1

� Iµλ ^ pV λ
λ1
q�loomoon .

sphere

We conclude that:

rHS1

�� dimV 0
λ
pIµλ q

is independent of λ and µ, provided µ " 0 " λ. The same is true for the Pinp2q-equivariant
homology.

This suggests including a degree shift dimV 0
λ in the definitions. However, we still have

to investigate the dependence on the Riemannian metric g.
Fix µ, λ such that they are not eigenvalues of l. Then, varying g does not change the

Conley index.

g0 g1

µ

λ

Note that V µλ has the same dimension as we vary g. The problem is that as we vary
g, the dimension of V 0

λ may change. The change is governed by the spectral flow of the
linear operator l, that is, the signed count of eigenvalues that cross 0 as we vary the
metric. In the picture below, this count is 2� 1 � 1.

17
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g0 g1

λ

0

gt

Notice that in the linear part l � p�d,D{ q of the equation, �d does not have zero
eigenvalues, since H1 � 0. However, D{ has spectral flow. Pick a spin four-manifold W
with boundary pY, gq, and add a cylindrical end:

(Y, g)

W 4
spin

DW (quaternionic)

Then, the spectral flow of D{ is given by the formula

SF pD{ q � npY, g0q � npY, g1q
� 2 ind pD{ q on Y � r0, 1s

where

npY, gq � �2 pindCpD{W q �
σpW q

8
q P 2Z

and

npY, gq � 2µ pmod 4q.

Here, µ is the Rokhlin invariant.
Hence,

SWFH S1

� pY q :� rHS1

�� dimV 0
λ �npY,gqpI

µ
λ q

is an invariant of Y . The same goes for

SWFH
Pinp2q
� pY ;Fq :� rHPinp2q

�� dimV 0
λ �npY,gq

pIµλ ;Fq.

18
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One can also do similar constructions with other generalized homology theories, such

as K-theory rK� and equivariant K-theory rKPinp2q
� , or to the Borel homology rHG

� for any
subgroup G � Pinp2q, etc.

3.8. The Seiberg-Witten Floer stable homotopy type

In fact, the most general invariant produced by the above construction is a
Pinp2q-equivariant stable homotopy type, denoted SWF pY q. We will refer to it as an
equivariant suspension spectrum (although our definition is slightly different from the
one of equivariant spectra in the algebraic topology literature).

Definition 3.5. Non-equivariantly, a suspention spectrum is a pair pX,nq consisting of
a pointed topological space X and n P R. We think of pX,nq as the formal de-suspension
of X, n times:

pX,nq � Σ�nX.

Recall that the nth suspension of a space X is

ΣnX � Sn ^X.

For example, Σn Sk � Sn�k. In the world of suspension spectra, we can talk about the
p�nq-dimensional sphere:

pS0, nq � Σ�nS0 � S�n.

We have a formal suspension Σ given by

ΣpX,nq � pX,n� 1q.

For any integer m, the following identification holds:

ΣmpX,nq � pX,n�mq � pΣmX,nq.

Let rX,Y s denote the set of homotopy classes of (pointed) maps from X to Y . One
can define a category with objects and morphisms

Obj � pX,nq

Mor � rpX,nq, pY,mqs �

$&
%

lim
NÑ8

N�n PZ

�
ΣN�nX,ΣN�mY

�
if m� n P Z

0 if m� n R Z

We define Pinp2q-equivariant suspension spectra similarly. For our purposes, it suffices
to use the following real irreducible representations of Pinp2q:$''&
''%

R with trivial action;rR "
j acts multiplication by � 1,
S1 acts trivially;

H action by Pinp2q via left multiplication.
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Note that

Pinp2q � SUp2q � SpHq.
We define a Pinp2q-equivariant suspension spectrum as a quadruple pX,nR, nrR, nHq.
In our case, the finite dimensional approximation to V decomposes as

V µλ � rRa ` Hb
Ò Ò

forms spinors

We define the Seiberg-Witten Floer (equivariant) spectrum of Y to be

SWF pY q :� ΣHnpY,gq4 Σ�V 0
λ Iµλ .

Then, we have

HPinp2qpSWF pY q;Fq � SWFH Pinp2qpY ;Fq.
Other theories can be obtained by applying various generalized homology functors to
SWF pY q.

4. Homology cobordism invariants

We plan to use SWFH Pinp2qpY ;Fq to construct a map β : ΘH
3 Ñ Z satisfying the

properties

 βp�Y q � �βpY q;
 βpY qpmod2q � µpY q.

In the process, we will also obtain two other maps α, γ : ΘH
3 Ñ Z.

4.1. The module structure on equivariant homology

Recall that if we have a Lie group G acting on a space X, the Borel homology

HG
� pXq � H�pX �G EGq

is a module over H�
Gpptq � H�pBGq. In our setting, we take G � Pinp2q, and we are

interested in understanding H�pB Pinp2q;Fq.
We have a fibration

Pinp2q SUp2q

RP2

i

ψ

where i is the inclusion and ψ is the composition of the Hopf fibration with the involution
on S2. This fibration gives another fibration:

RP2 B Pinp2q

B SUp2q � HP8
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The cohomology of RP2 in degrees 0, 1, 2 is

F F F

qq

The cohomology of B SUp2q in degrees 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . is

00F . . .0 F00F 0

v v

The Leray-Serre spectral sequence associated to the above fibration has no room for
higher differentials. Thus, the cohomology groups of B Pinp2q in degrees 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .
are

FFF . . .0FFF 0

q q q q

v v v

The multiplicative property of spectral sequence gives a ring isomorphism

H�pB Pinp2q;Fq � Frq, vs{pq3q, degpvq � 4, degpqq � 1.

Thus, if we have a space X with a Pinp2q-action, its Borel homology has an action by
the ring above, with q and v decreasing grading by 1 and 4, respectively.

4.2. Three infinite towers

Recall that the Seiberg-Witten Floer spectrum SWF pY q is a formal (de-)suspension
of the Conley index Iµλ . This latter space is a finite Pinp2q-equivariant CW -complex.

Let pIµλ q
S1

denote the fixed points set of Iµλ under the action of the subgroup S1 in

Pinp2q. Note that pIµλ q
S1

picks up the part of the flow that lives in the reducible locus
tpa, φq|φ � 0u. Note that the Seiberg-Witten equations"

�da � ρ�1ppφb φ�q�q
B{φ� ρpaqφ � 0

produce a linear flow (given by �da) on the locus where φ � 0. In view of this, one can
check that

pIµλ q
S1

� Sdim V 0
λ .
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Recall that we defined

SWF pY q � ΣHnpY,gq4 Σ�V 0
λ Iµλ .

Therefore,

pSWF pY qqS
1

� SnpY,gq.

Intuitively, SWF pY q is made of a reducible part SnpY,gq and some free cells as the irre-
ducible part.

psphereq � SWF pY q ÝÑ SWF pY q{sphere ö Pinp2q acts freely.

The Pinp2q-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer homology

SWFH
Pinp2q
� pY ;Fq � rHPinp2q

� pSWF pY q;Fq

is a module over Frq, vs{pq3q, where F � Z{2.
There is a localization theorem in equivariant cohomology, which gives

V �1 rH�
Pinp2qpSWF pY q;Fq � V �1 rH�

Pinp2qpS
npY,gq;Fq.

Note that rH�
Pinp2qpS

npY,gq;Fq � H��npY,gqpB Pinp2q;Fq.
We can re-interpret the localization theorem in terms of Borel homology rather than

Borel cohomology. Since we work over the field F, Borel homology is simply the dual
space to Borel cohomology, in each grading. Further, we can recover the module action

on Borel homology from the one on Borel cohomology. The upshot is that SWFH
Pinp2q
�

is the homology of a complex (the equivariant cellular complex of the Conley index) of
the form:

F
F
F

...

0

F

F
F
F

0

q

q

q

q

v

v

v

v

F
F

q
F
F
F

q
q

finite part∂

∂

The finite part can be any finite dimensional vector space, with some v and q actions,
and with various differentials B, either inside of it, or relating it to the infinite towers.
In any case, there are always three infinite v towers in the chain complex, and they
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produce three such towers in homology. The towers correspond to the S1-fixed point set
of SWF pY q, and the finite part comes from the free cells.

Because pSWF pY qqS
1

� SnpY,gq and npY, gq � 2µ (mod 4), we see that

 In the 1st tower, all elements are in degree 2µ pmod 4q;
 In the 2nd tower, all elements are in degree 2µ� 1 pmod 4q;
 In the 3rd tower, all elements are in degree 2µ� 2 pmod 4q.

4.3. Definition of the invariants

Let the lowest degrees of each infinite v-tower in homology be A, B, C P Z.
Let α, β, γ P Z be invariants of Y as follows:

α �
A

2
, β �

B � 1

2
, γ �

C � 2

2
.

Observe that

A , B � 1 , C � 2 � 2µ pmod 4q

α � A
2 , β � B�1

2 , γ � C�2
2 � µ pmod 2q.

Furthermore, because of the module structure, we must have

α ¥ β ¥ γ.

4.4. Descent to homology cobordism

Next, we will check that α, β, γ descend to maps ΘH
3 Ñ Z. This uses the construction

of cobordism maps on Seiberg-Witten Floer spectra from [25].
Let W 4 be a smooth oriented spinp4q cobordism with b1pW q � 0, with BW given

by p�Y0q Y Y1. (For our purposes, we are interested in the case when W is a homol-
ogy cobordism between homology 3-spheres Y0 and Y1.) Basically, one can look at the
SW -equations on W and do a finite dimensional approximation to the solution space.
This is somewhat similar to what we do in the 3-dimensional case. There is some more
work to be done for cobordisms, but here we skip the details. The final result is a stable
equivariant map between two suspension spectra:

ΨW : ΣmHSWF pY0q Ñ Σn
rRSWF pY1q,

Here mH is the direct sum of the m copies of quaternionic representation and similarly

nrR is the direct sum of the n copies of the sign representation. Also,

m �
�σpW q

8
� indD{ , n � b�2 pW q � indpd�q.

Example 4.1. Assume Y0 � Y1 � S3. Then, we can fill in the cobordism W with two
copies of B4 and get a closed four-manifold X. We have SWF pS3q � S0, so in this case
we get a map

ΨW : pmHq� Ñ pnrRq�
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This map is the Bauer-Furuta invariant of X, a stable homotopy refinement of the Seiberg-
Witten invariant. See [2].

Now, suppose W is a smooth oriented homology cobordism between homology spheres
Y0 and Y1. There is a unique spinp4q structure on W . Moreover, we have b1pW q � 0
and there is m � n � 0. Let FW be the homomorphism induced on Pinp2q-equivariant
homology by the map ΨW :

F
F
F

...

F
F
F

0

v

v

v

0

F
F
F

...

F
F
F

0

v

v

v

0

FW

Y0 Y1

fin.dim
part

fin.dim
part

It follows from equivariant localization that in degrees k " 0, the map FW is an
isomorphism. Further, FW is a module map, so we have a commutative diagram

F F

F F

FW

v v

FW

Because of the module structure, we cannot have αpY1q   αpY0q, and likewise for β
and γ. In conclusion,

αpY1q ¥ αpY0q,
βpY1q ¥ βpY0q,
γpY1q ¥ γpY0q.

On the other hand, if we reverse the orientation and the direction of W we get a
homology cobordism from Y1 to Y0. By the same logic, we get

αpY0q ¥ αpY1q,
βpY0q ¥ βpY1q,
γpY0q ¥ γpY1q.

Thus, we have equalities, and obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 4.1. The invariants α, β, γ descend to maps ΘH
3 Ñ Z.
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5. Duality

Recall from Section 3.1 that, in order to prove Theorem 2.1 and hence Theorem 1.1, it
suffices to construct an invariant β with the three properties listed there. We have already
checked that our β reduces mod 2 to the Rokhlin invariant, and also that it descends to
ΘH

3 . It remains to prove that

βp�Y q � �βpY q.

We will do this in this section. In the process, we will also find that the other two
invariants, α and γ, satisfy

αp�Y q � �γpY q, γp�Y q � �αpY q.

5.1. Orientation reversal

Consider a homology 3-sphere pY, gq and change its orientation to get p�Y, gq. This
changes the direction of the SW flow equation.

9x � �SW pxptqq ù 9x � SW pxptqq

In the finite dimensional approximation V µλ , we can choose index pairs for the forward
and reverse flows, pN,L�q and pN,L�q, such that N is a codimension 0 submanifold
(with boundary) of V µλ , and

L� Y L� � BN , BL� � BL� � L� X L�.

Non-equivariantly we have a dualityrH�pN{L�q � rHd��pN{L�q, (6)

where d � dim V µλ � dim N . This follows from Alexander duality. Indeed, one can find

an embedded X � V µλ � R � Rd�1 such that

X � N{L� and Rd�1 �X � N{L�

If you embed a space in Euclidean space then the homology of the space and the
cohomology of the complement are related by Alexander duality. Equation (6) follows
from here.

5.2. Spanier-Whitehead duality

We seek an equivariant analogue of (6). Before getting to that, it is helpful to first
understand the stable homotopy version of (6), which is called Spanier-Whitehead duality.

Non-equivariantly, consider a suspension spectrum, the formal (de-)suspension of a
topological space X:

Z � pX, kq � Σ�kX.

Embed X ãÑ SN for some N " 0.

Definition 5.1. The Spanier-Whitehead dual of Σ�kX is

DpΣ�kXq :� ΣkpΣ�pN�1qpSN �Xqq.
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Example 5.1. Consider V � R2 and embed S1 ãÑ S2. Then, the complement is homo-
topy equivalent to S0. In this case, N � 2, and DpS1q � Σ�1S0 � S�1.

S1 S0

More generally, we have DpSkq � S�k � pS0, kq. Furthermore, the dual of a wedge
product of spaces is the wedge product of the duals, and similarly for smash products.

It follows from Alexander duality that, if Z is a suspension spectrum,rHkpZq � rH�kpDpZqq.
Similar equalities also hold for other generalized homology theories.

Here is the equivariant analogue:

Definition 5.2. Let G be a Lie group, X a G-space, and W a representation of G.
Let us embed X ãÑ V �, for some representation V of G. We define the equivariant
Spanier-Whitehead dual of a formal de-suspension Σ�WX by:

DpΣ�WXq :� ΣW pΣ�V ΣRpV � �Xqq.

Given our choice of the index pairs for the forward and reverse flow in V µλ , we find that
the Seiberg-Witten Floer spectra of Y and �Y are related by Pinp2q-equivariant duality:

DpSWF pY qq � SWF p�Y q.

For example, consider the Poincare homology sphere Y � Σp2, 3, 5q. We have

SWF pY q � S2 � Σ
1
2HS0,

SWF p�Y q � S�2 � Σ
�1
2 HS0.

5.3. Duality for equivariant homologies

Given a G-equivariant suspension spectrum Z, we seek to investigate the relation
between rHG

� pZq and rH��
G pDpZqq.

In the non-equivariant case, they are the same. However, this cannot be true equivari-
antly! Indeed, usually the left hand side is infinite in the positive direction only (that is,
non-trivial in some degrees k " 0, and trivial for k ! 0), and the right hand side is infinite
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in the negative direction only (that is, nontrivial in some degrees k ! 0, but trivial for
k " 0).

Recall the definitions of the Borel cohomology and homology, respectively:

H�
GpXq � H�pX �G EGq,

HG
� pXq � H�pX �G EGq.

Definition 5.3. The co-Borel homology of an equivariant suspension spectrum is defined
as

c rHG
� pZq � rH��

G pDpZqq,

where Z � Σ�VX for some X.

We want to understand relation between Borel and co-Borel homology. This relation
goes through Tate homology.

Definition 5.4. Following [16], we let the Tate homology of Z � Σ�VX be

t rHG
� pZq � c rHG

� p
�EG^ Zq,

where �EG is the unreduced suspension of the EG.

The main property of Tate homology that we need is that

t rHG
� pZq � 0 if G acts freely on Z.

Also, the Borel, co-Borel and Tate homologies ( rHG
� , c rHG

� , and t rHG
� ) satisfy the usual

excision and suspension properties of homology.
The relation between these homologies that we alluded to is given by the Tate-Swan

exact sequence:

� � � Ñ rHG
n�dimGpZq Ñ c rHG

n pZq Ñ t rHG
n pZq Ñ rHG

n�dimG�1pZq Ñ . . .

Example 5.2. The simplest example is when G � 1. A point acts freely on any space,

so t rHG
� � 0, and the Tate-Swan exact sequence gives rise to the usual Alexander duality:

rHG
� pZq � c rHG

� pZq � rH��
G pDpZqq.

Example 5.3. Let G � S1 and Z � SWF pY q for a homology sphere Y . Then,

t rHS1

� pZq � t rHS1

� pfixed point setq � t rHS1

� psphereq � ZrU,U�1s.

The Tate-Swan exact sequence looks like:
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Z

...

Z
0

Z

0

u

u

Borel Co-Borel

HF red

Z

Z
0

Z

0

u

u

HF red

Z

...

Z
0

Z

0

0

Tate
Z[u, u−1]

Z
...

...

Z
0

Z
0

Here is a dictionary between the different S1-equivariant theories, and their coun-
terparts in Heegaard Floer homology, as well as in the Kronheimer-Mrokwa version of
monopole Floer homology:

Borel rHS1

� SWF pY q

co-Borel c rHS1

� SWF pY q

Tate t rHS1

� SWF pY q

Non-equiv. rH� SWF pY q

��������������

Heegaard Floer

HF�

HF�

HF8yHF

��������������

Kronheimer-Mrowka

~HMzHM
HM�HM

Now we arrive at the case of interest to us. Let G � Pinp2q and Z � SWF pY q. The
Tate homology is

t rHPinp2q
� pSWF pY q;Fq � t rHS1

� pS1-fixed point set;Fq � Frq, v, v�1s{pq3q.

This is related to the Borel homology rHPinp2q
� pSWF pY q;Fq and the co-Borel homology

c rHPinp2q
� pSWF pY q;Fq � rH��

Pinp2qpSWF p�Y q;Fq by a Tate-Swan sequence of the form
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F
F
F

...

F
F
F

0

v

v

v

F
F
F

...

F
F
F

0

v

v

v

Borel for Y co-Borel for Y

fin.dim
part

fin.dim
part

F
F
F

...

F
F
F

0

v

v

v

...

Tate

F
F
F
0

v

v

v

F
F
F
0

v

v

v

5.4. Conclusion

By analyzing the Tate-Swan exact sequence above, we see that the position of the
bottom elements in the three infinite towers in Borel homology determines the position of
the top elements in the three towers in co-Borel homology, and hence that of the bottom
elements in the three towers in the Borel homology of DpSWF pY qq � SWF p�Y q. In this
process, we take the negative of the grading when we pass from co-Borel homology to

Borel cohomology of the dual. Hence, the first tower in rHPinp2q
� pSWF pY q;Fq corresponds

to the third tower in rHPinp2q
� pSWF p�Y q;Fq, the second tower corresponds to the second,

and the third to the first. Therefore, we obtain

γp�Y q � �αpY q,
βp�Y q � �βpY q,
αp�Y q � �γpY q.
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We have now established all the desired properties of β:

β : ΘH
3 Ñ Z

βpY q � µpY q pmod 2q
βp�Y q � �βpY q

,.
- ùñ

(by the discussion in Section 3.1) the short exact sequence

0 ÝÑ Kerµ ÝÑ ΘH
3

µ
ÝÑ Z{2 ÝÑ 0

does not split.
Combining this with the work of Galewski-Stern and Matumoto (see Section 2.2), we

complete the proof of Theorem 1.1: For all n ¥ 5, there exist non-triangulable manifolds
of dimension n.

6. Involutive Heegaard Floer Homology

In this section we describe some recent joint work of Hendricks and the author [18].

6.1. Motivation and outline

We have constructed α, β, γ : ΘH
3 Ñ Z, using Pinp2q-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer

homology. The issue is that Seiberg-Witten Floer homology is rather hard to compute.
There are some calculations:

 For Seifert fibrations by M.Stoffregen [36];
 For surgeries on alternating knots by F.Lin [24].

However, most of these computations are based on the isomorphism between monopole

Floer homology and Heegaard Floer homology ~HM � HF�, since the latter is the more
computable theory.

Let us recall from [31, 32] that, to a homology 3-sphere Y 3 with Spinc structure
s P SpincpY q, Ozsváth and Szabó assign the (plus version of) Heegaard Floer homology

HF�pY, sq.

This is a module over FrU s, and it corresponds to S1-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer
homology. Furthermore, there is a conjugation symmetry ι� on Heegaard Floer homology,
that takes the spinc structure to the conjugate spinc structure s � s̄:

HF�pY, sq � HF�pY, s̄q.

Recall also that

Pinp2q � S1 Y jS1.

Ideally, we would want to use ι� to construct a Z{2-equivariant HF�, which should
correspond to Pinp2q-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer homology. However, as we shall
explain later, this is beyond current Heegaard Floer technology.

Instead, we define a theory denoted

HFI�pY, sq,
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and called involutive Heegaard Floer homology. This corresponds to Z{4-equivariant
Seiberg-Witten Floer homology, where Z{4 is the subgroup

Z{4 � xjy � Pinp2q.

The involutive theory can be defined for all (pairs of) Spinc structures, but it only contains
new information (compared to HF�) for self-conjugate Spinc structures, i.e., those that
come from spin structures.

Theorem 6.1 ([18]). Let Y be a 3-manifold and s P SpinpY q. Then, the isomor-
phism class of the HFI�pY, sq, as a module over the cohomology ring H�pBZ{4;Fq �
FrQ,U s{pQ2q, pdegpUq � �2, degpQq � �1q is an invariant of pY, sq.

The invariant HFI� does not have the full power of SWFH Pinp2q, but it is more
computable. Indeed, in principle HFI� is algorithmically computable for large surgeries
on all knots K � S3, by using grid diagrams. More explicitly, one can get concrete
formulas for large surgeries on L-space knots and quasi-alternating knots. (Here, “large”
means with surgery coefficient an integer greater or equal than the genus of the knot.)

6.2. Homology cobordism invariants

From the different Floer homologies, one can construct various homology cobordism
invariants. For Y P QHS3 and s P SpincpY q, the minimal grading of the infinite U -tower
in HF�pY, sq is called the Ozsváth-Szabó correction term

dpY, sq P Q.

This was defined in [30], and is the analogue of (twice) the Frøyshov invariant δ from
monopole Floer homology [12]. When Y is a Z{2-homology sphere, it has a unique Spinc

structure s. Further, if Y is a Z-homology sphere, then d takes even integer values. Thus,
we get homomorphisms

d : Θ3
Z{2 Ñ Q

�� �
Θ3

Z Ñ 2Z

Here, we changed notation and let Θ3
Z be the homology cobordism group with integer

coefficients, previously denoted by ΘH
3 . This allows us to distinguish it from Θ3

Z{2, the

homology cobordism group with Z{2 coefficients. The latter is generated by Z{2-homology
spheres, and uses a weaker equivalence relation, given by the existence of a cobordism W
with H�pW,Yi;Z{2q � 0.

From HFI�, if Y P QHS3 and s � ss then, in a similar manner, we get two new
invariants

dpY, sq, sdpY, sq P Q.
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These descend to maps
d, sd : Θ3

Z{2 Ñ Q

�� �
Θ3

Z Ñ Z
One should mention here that sd and d are not homomorphisms.

Here is a list of the different homology cobordism invariants that we mentioned:

from SWFH S1

por HF�q
get
ù δ por dq;

from SWFH Pinp2q get
ù α, β, γ;

from SWFH Z{4 por HFI�q
get
ù d, sd.

Example 6.1. For the Brieskorn sphere Σp2, 3, 7q, we havesdpΣp2, 3, 7qq � dppΣp2, 3, 7qqq � 0 but dpΣp2, 3, 7qq � �2.

On the other hand, dpY q � dpY q � sdpY q if Y is an L-space, e.g., a double branched
cover of an alternating knot.

Thus, we obtain the following application of involutive Heegaard Floer homology:

Corollary 6.2. Σp2, 3, 7q is not Z{2-homology cobordant to any L-space.

The same result can be obtained using α, β, γ from SWFH Pinp2q. See Corollary 6.3
below for another application of HFI�, for which we do not yet have a proof based on
Seiberg-Witten theory.

Let us end by noting that d, sd � d pmod 2q, but (unlike in the case of α , β, γ), in
general

d, sd � µ pmod 2q.

Thus, we cannot re-disprove the triangulation conjecture by using d, sd. On the other
hand, d, sd are more computable than α, β, γ.

6.3. Concordance Invariants

Whenever we have an invariant of homology cobordism, we get invariants of smooth
knot concordance by either doing surgeries on the knot, or by taking the double branched
cover. Let us focus on surgeries.

In Heegaard Floer homology, there is an invariant of knots K � S3:

V0pKq �
p� 1

8
�

1

2
dpS3

ppKqq, p P Z, p ¡ 0.

If K is smoothly concordant to K 1 (K � K 1), then S3
ppKq is homology cobordant to

S3
ppK

1q, and hence V0pKq � V0pK
1q.

Similarly, in the involutive theory we can define

V 0pKq �
p� 1

8
�

1

2
dpS3

ppKqq,
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V 0pKq �
p� 1

8
�

1

2
sdpS3

ppKqq

for integers p ¥ gpKq, where gpKq is the genus of the knot. (Conjecturally, the same
formulas hold for all integers p ¡ 0.)

For instance, Σp2, 3, 7q is �1-surgery on the figure-eight knot 41 of genus one:

41

We get

V0p41q � V 0p41q � 0, V 0p41q � 1.

Thus, V 0 detects the non-sliceness of 41, unlike V0 (or other similar invariants from
Khovanov and Floer theories). Alternate proofs that 41 is not slice can be given using the
Fox-Milnor condition on the Alexander polynomial ∆K , or using the Rokhlin invariant of
surgeries.

The knot invariants V0, V 0 and V 0 can be calculated explicitly for L-space and quasi-
alternating knots. From here, we get constrains on which 3-manifolds can be homology
cobordant to other 3-manifolds. Here is a sample application:

Corollary 6.3. Let K and K 1 be alternating knots such that σpKq � 4 � ArfpKq � 4
pmod 8q. If knot surgeries S3

ppKq and S3
ppK

1q are Z2-homology cobordant for some odd
p ¥ maxpgpKq, gpK 1qq, then σpKq � σpK 1q. (Here, σ, Arf, and g denote the signature,
the Arf invariant, and the Seifert genus of a knot, respectively.)

6.4. Construction

We now sketch the construction of HFI�.
First, recall from [31] that the Heegaard Floer homology HF� is computed from a

Heegaard diagram associated to a closed, connected, oriented three-manifold Y :

H � pΣ,ÝÑα ,
ÝÑ
β , zq

Here, ÝÑα ,
ÝÑ
β are some collections of curves that determine the two handlebodies in the

Heegaard splitting.
Out of this, by doing Lagrangian Floer homology on the symmetric product of the

Heegaard surface Σ, Ozsváth and Szabó get a chain complex

CF�pH, sq.
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Ozsváth and Szabó prove that for different Heegaard diagrams H,H1 of Y , there is a
chain homotopy equivalence

ΦpH,H1q : CF�pH, sq Ñ CF�pH1, sq

Therefore, the isomorphism class of HF�pH, sq, as a FrU s-module, is an invariant of
pY, sq; see [31].

There is a stronger statement proved by Juhász and D.Thurston [19]. They showed
the naturality of the invariant. Naturality says that we can choose

ΦpH,H1q such that

"
ΦpH,Hq � Id
ΦpH1,H2q � ΦpH,H1q � ΦpH,H1q

where “�” denotes chain homotopy. This implies that the FrU s-module

HF�pH, sq � HF�pY, sq

is a true invariant of pY, sq.
Next, let us consider the conjugation symmetry between Heegaard Floer complexes.

There is an identification between the Heegaard diagrams

H � pΣ,ÝÑα ,
ÝÑ
β , zq

�
Ñ H̄ � p�Σ,

ÝÑ
β ,ÝÑα , zq.

If s � s̄ then ι : CF�pH, sq Ñ CF�pH, sq is defined as composition of η and ΦpH, H̄q:

CF�pH, sq CF�pH̄, s̄q CF�pH, s̄qη

�

ι

ΦpH,H̄q

Definition 6.1. Whenever s � s̄, we define

CFI�pY, sq � mapping cone of pCF�pH, sq 1�ι
ÝÑ CF�pH, sqq

� mapping cone of pCF�pH, sq Qp1�ιq
ÝÑ Q � CF�pH, sqr�1sq

In the second row, we added a formal variable Q of degree �1, and let r�1s represent
a shift in grading that cancels the shift by Q. This way, CFI�pY, sq becomes a module
over the ring FrQ,U s{pQ2q.

Using the naturality of CF�, one can show that ΦpH, H̄q is well defined up to chain
homotopy. From here it follows that the isomorphism class of HFI�pY, sq is a 3-manifold
invariant.

Remark 6.2. We cannot show the naturality of HFI�pY, sq with the current methods.
Naturality of HF� is used in the definition of HFI�, and if we wanted naturality of
HFI� we would need a kind of second order naturality for HF�, which is not known.
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6.5. Intuition

Let us explain the motivation behind the definition of CFI� as the mapping cone of
1� ι.

If we wanted a Heegaard Floer analogue of Pinp2q-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer
homology, this would be a Z{2-equivariant version of HF�, with respect to the involution
ι�.

A construction of Z{2-equivariant Lagrangian Floer homology was proposed by Seidel
and Smith in [35]. It was inspired by Z{2-equivariant Morse theory. If we have a space
X wiht Z{2 action then

H
Z{2
� pXq � HpX �Z{2 EZ{2q,

where X �Z{2 EZ{2 is a bundle over RP8 � BZ{2 with fibers X. Basically, we want to

do Morse theory on this space. For this, take the standard Morse function on RPN for
large N " 0, and combine it with a family of Morse functions on the fibers, such that the
critical points of the combined function lie over the critical points on RPN :

. . . . . .. . .

RPN

X

We get a Z{2-equivariant Morse complex of the form

CZ{2pXq � CpXq CpXq
Q�p1�ιq
oo CpXq

Q�p1�ιq
oo

Q2�W

kk . . .
Q�p1�ιq
oo

Q2�W

kk

Q3�Z

ee
,

where W is a chain homotopy between ι2 and the identity, Z is a higher chain homotopy,
and so on.
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Thus, a Pinp2q version of Heegaard Floer homology should come from a chain complex
of the form

CFPinp2q � CF� CF�
Q�p1�ιq
oo CF�

Q�p1�ιq
oo

Q2�W

kk . . .
Q�p1�ιq
oo

Q2�W

kk

Q3�Z

ee .

The problem is that, whereas to define ι we used naturality for HF�, to define the
higher homotopies in the infinite chain complex above we would need naturality to infinite
order in Heegaard Floer theory. This seems intractable with current technology. Instead,
we do a truncation, by setting

Q2 � 0.

The truncated complex is the mapping cone CFI�. This justifies the definition of
HFI�. To see that HFI� should correspond to Z{4-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer
homology, one needs the following algebraic-topologic fact.

Lemma 6.4. If we have a space X with a Pinp2q-action, then

H�pC
Pinp2q
� pXq{Q2;Fq � H

Z{4
� pX;Fq.

We refer to [18, Section 3] for a proof.

6.6. The structure of involutive Heegaard Floer homology

If Y is a rational homology 3-sphere equipped with a Spin structure s, one can show
that the involutive Heegaard Floer homology takes the following form:

..
.

F

F

F

F

F

0

F

U

U

U

U

U

HFI�red
Q

Q

d� 1

d̄

Here, HFI�red is a finite dimensional space, and the infinite tower of F’s is com-
prised of two sub-towers, connected by the action of Q. Each sub-tower is isomorphic to
FrU,U�1s{U , so we call them U -towers.
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Definition 6.2. Let d�1 and d̄ be the lowest degrees in the two U -towers of HFI�pY, sq.
These are the involutive correction terms of the pair pY, sq.

The involutive correction terms satisfy the properties

d � d � d̄ pmod 2Zq, d ¤ d ¤ d,

and (when applied to integral homology spheres) descend to maps

d, d̄ : Θ3
Z Ñ 2Z and d, d̄ : Θ3

Z2
Ñ Q.
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